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Wilfl ex defi nes innovation in terms of creating new ways to help your shop stay 
ahead. Unique, textured designs are now at your fi ngertips with Infi nite FX, an 
inventive new program that uses just a few key specialty bases to print a variety 
of looks, textures, and effects. Use the bases alone, in combination, or mix in 
additives such as pigments, glitters, shimmers and more, to create your own 
custom effects!

Wilfl ex™ Infi nite FX

10460PFXBB Epic Brittle Base
Brittle Base produces a worn, tough fi nish that 
easily fractures under pressure, creating the 
appearance of cracked paint and distressed 
images.

18000PFXCB Epic Cork Base
Designed to create an elevated cork texture 
that is smooth to the touch but extremely 
durable and stretchable. The base can produce 
high or low elevated textured surfaces.

Create a custom specialty print portfolio for your customers!

*Additional non-standard products available on a regional basis. Contact your CSR for more information.

10340PFXSB Epic Fashion Soft Base
Fashion Soft Base simulates water based ink 
and produces an ultra soft hand feel with the 
unique ability to penetrate and become an 
integral part of the fabric.

10009PFXHDC Epic HD Clear 2
HD Clear 2 was developed to give the 
appearance of glass, gel, water or high gloss 
surfaces. Create high density images, blend 
with other texture inks to create unique 
effects, or use as an adhesive carrier for foil, 
fl ock, and other applications.

10088PFXHDC Epic HD Sharp Clear
Sharp Clear creates high resolution graphics 
with sharp detail. Super straight-edge 
defi nition and stacking properties make it ideal 
for high density printing. Use alone, pigmented 
or with foil to create unique high density 
prints.

10425PFXNS Epic Natural Suede Base
Natural Suede Base creates durable graphics 
with a soft, suede or velvet fi nish. When 
combined with other special effect bases, it 
can simulate leather and many more textured 
surfaces.

10250PFXNPF Epic NuPuff Base
NuPuff is a non-phthalate plastisol puff 
ink designed for raised texture effects. Epic 
NuPuff has excellent durability and resistance 
to overblow.

10700PFXPB Epic Plush Base
Specially formulated ink to create soft fashion 
textures that simulate chenille, velvet, fl ock, 
suede and others.

10670PFXRB Epic Rock Base
Rock Base is a versatile ink that can be used to 
create various specialty effects such as solid 
rock, coarse rope, or hard textured surfaces.

10650PFXSCP Epic Sculpture Base
Sculpture Base helps you have control over 
the smallest design details while printing high 
density graphics. Create both smooth and 
textured surfaces by adjusting mesh counts 
and print parameters.
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Wilflex™ Infinite FX

Print Individual Bases
Print the bases individually with the manufacturer’s 
recommended meshes and parameters. This step creates a 
baseline parameter and visual reference for the individual 
inks and effects.

Layer Bases
Overprint individual bases by stacking different specialty inks 
on top of each other. Layer special effect bases in different 
ways create very different looks!

Inter-mix Bases
Use the individual bases from Step 1, and mix together using 
various combinations and ratios to create new specialty 
bases. Each individual base will have a unique characteristic, 
enhancing the effects of the others when combined. Create 
completely new bases you can add to the library of effects!

Epic Gold Shimmer, Epic HD Clear 2, Red Glitter
Print by: Graphic Elephants

Epic Silver Glitter & Epic HD Clear 2
Print by: Graphic Elephants

Epic Sculpture Base
Print by: Graphic Elephants

Want to create your own unique specialty combinations? 

Download art at:  www.wilflex.com/infinitefxart


